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Abstract: Personal computer (PC)-based multi-function oscilloscopes are compact and low-cost programmable  

instruments that typically combine a multi-channel data acquisition unit, a signal generator and a USB interface 

to the PC. Although general purpose functions for spectral analysis based on the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) 

are usually provided by the manufacturer in the accompanying software, the development of code for particular   

needs still remains a critical issue. This paper shows how new or more specific algorithms for frequency 

domain measurements can be easily implemented and tested for this class of instruments without spending time 

on a long and expensive training with dedicated development environments. The proposed approach is based on 

a recently introduced software shell, called DSPrototyper, where user interface and basic operations (for signal 

acquisition, processing and display) are already built-in and new measurement functions can be easily added by 

users having only a basic knowledge of programming languages. Some application examples are discussed in 

the paper focussing on the spectral analysis of a periodic signal and the implementation of algorithms that do 

not adopt the conventional time-domain windowing to reduce the spectral leakage. 
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1 Introduction                                                 

Personal computer (PC)-based instruments have 

rapidly become the most versatile architecture for 

implementing and testing digital signal processing 

(DSP) algorithms into a measurement system [1-

13]. An interesting example of this class of 

instruments is constituted by multi-function USB 

PC oscilloscopes. In these devices the measurement 

hardware (connected to the PC by means of a USB 

interface) is composed of two main modules: an 

arbitrary waveform generator and a multi-channel 

data acquisition unit. Since USB PC oscilloscopes 

can generate and acquire test signals, they can 

potentially address a large variety of measurement 

tasks, depending on the availability of specific 

software. In this paper we shall focus on the 

development of code for spectral analysis based on 

the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) [14-15]. Indeed, 

frequency domain measurements are very important 

in many research and application areas such as 

energy metering, medical instrumentation, 

telecommunications, consumer electronics, etc. A 

large body of scientific literature is available on this 

subject [16-20]. It is expected that users with 

expertise in programming languages can easily 

produce the appropriate code for spectral analysis 

by exploiting software libraries and/or development 

kits provided by manufacturers. On the contrary, the 

development of dedicated software often represents 

a very compelling issue for users having a limited 

knowledge of computer programming or that cannot 

spend time (and money) on a long training with 

dedicated development environments. 

 

 

Fig.1 – Example of multi-function PC oscilloscope. 
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Fig.2 – Soft-panel of DSPrototyper. 

 

 
In this paper we show how new or specific 

algorithms for frequency domain measurements can 

be easily experimented into a real environment by 

using a recently introduced software shell called 

DSPrototyper [1]. This software shell, written in 

C++ using Microsoft Visual Studio, provides a 

Windows-based user interface and a collection of 

basic operations for signal acquisition, processing 

and display. In this approach, the user can directly 

focus on new measurement functions and add them 

to the system. Only a minimal knowledge of C 

language is needed in order to write the source code 

of the desired algorithms in the empty bodies of 

some pre-defined C functions. As in our previous 

work, we chose the Picoscope 2204A (Fig.1), 

because it is a compact and low-cost programmable 

instrument and thus an excellent candidate for 

education purposes too [21-22]. The rest of the 

paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly 

reviews the built-in functions of DSPrototyper 

focusing on the generation of test waveforms, 

Section 3 describes the implementation of user 

defined algorithms for spectral analysis, and, finally, 

Section 4 reports the conclusions. 

 

2  Main Operations of DSPrototyper  
The soft-panel of DSPrototyper, with its Windows-

based graphical user interface (GUI), is depicted in 

Fig.2. The main operations are summarized in Fig.3. 

A complete description of all the functions can be 

found in [1]. The operations that are specifically 

involved in the development and test of spectral 

analysis techniques are “arbitrary waveforms” and 

“user defined spectral analysis” (Fig.3).  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig.3 – Main operations of DSPrototyper.
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Fig.4 – Choice of fundamental frequency. 

 

 

Fig.5 – Choice of peak-to-peak amplitude. 
  

 

By clicking on the button “Arbitrary waveform”, the 

user can define a periodic signal. He/she can set the 

fundamental frequency, the actual amplitude, order 

and relative amplitude of additional harmonics. The 

generation of electrical signals whose harmonic   

content is known, is very useful to evaluate the 

accuracy of spectral analysis algorithms. As an 

example, let us suppose we want to generate a 

periodic waveform having fundamental frequency 

60 Hz, total amplitude 1000 mV (peak-to-peak), a 

5th harmonic (with relative amplitude 80%), a 14th 

harmonic (with relative amplitude 60%), and finally 

a 15th harmonic (with relative amplitude 60%). The 

simple procedure is shown by Figs.4-8. Once the 

waveform data have been computed, they are passed 

to the  digital-to-analog module of the  instrument in 
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Fig.6 – Choice of harmonic order and relative amplitude (harmonic component #1). 

 

 

Fig.7 – Choice of harmonic order and relative amplitude (harmonic component #2). 

 

 

order to produce the corresponding electrical signal. 

If we connect the generator output to the input  

channel A of the instrument, we can acquire the 

electrical  signal and show it on the screen (Fig.9). 

Signals with adjacent harmonic components are a 

challenging issue for many spectral analysis 

algorithms. Many other examples of test signals can 

be easily assembled. DSPrototyper offers a group of 

built-in DSP functions devoted to FFT-based 

spectral analysis. In addition to the rectangular 

window, other choices are available for reducing the 

spectral leakage by resorting to time domain 

windowing. We shall describe in the next section 

how new algorithms can be implemented. 
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Fig.8 – Choice of harmonic order and relative amplitude (harmonic component #3). 

 

 

Fig.9 – Acquisition of the generated electrical signal. 

 

 

3  User defined Functions for Spectral 

Analysis  
The user-friendly environment allows the developer 

to test new algorithms for spectral analysis without 

wasting time with user-interface and hardware 

control problems. On the other hand, the already 

implemented FFT-based functions offer a 

comparison tool for evaluating the advantages of 

user defined techniques. By pressing the appropriate 

software buttons (Fig.10) three user defined 

functions (namely Function 1, Function 2 and 

Function 3) can be executed. More functions will be 

available in a future release of the software shell.  
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Fig.10 – Software buttons for calling the user defined functions. 

 

 

DSPrototyper is a Visual Studio project written in 

C++: it includes a collection of source files as 

shown in Fig.11. It is worth pointing out that only a 

file, namely MOD_DSP.cpp, is devoted to the 

implementation of digital signal processing 

operations such as the user defined functions.  All 

the remaining files are dedicated to the GUI and can 

be ignored by the user. The implementation of user 

defined algorithms is very simple and needs only a 

basic knowledge of C programming language. 

Indeed, even if MOD_DSP.cpp is formally a C++ 

file, it can include ANSI C source code too. The 

procedure is very simple and involves the following 

steps: 

1) write the plain C source code of the desired 

algorithm into the empty body of one of the 

predefined functions in MOD_DSP.cpp; 

2) rebuild the overall project, without 

interacting with any other file. 

The input of parameter values is also very simple: it 

is managed by a predefined function, namely 

“InputParameterWithName”, that opens a dialog 

window and asks the user about the necessary 

information. We shall focus here on FFT-based 

spectral analysis of a periodic signal and, in 

particular, on the implementation of algorithms that 

do not adopt  the usual time-domain windowing in 

order to reduce the spectral leakage [23-24]. A 

possible strategy could resort to a preliminary 

measure of the period and then to a synchronization 

of the sampling frequency in order to achieve an 

integer number of data points per period (possibly 

equal to a power of two). If  the sampling frequency 

cannot be finely adjusted, a slightly different 

approach should be adopted as described by the 

following step-by-step procedure: 

1) obtain an estimate of the period length; 

2) interpolate the samples with an equidistant 

grid with N samples per period, such that 

N=2n ; 

3) compute the spectrum using an N-points 

FFT. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.11 – Source file structure of DSPrototyper: 

MOD_DSP is the file that includes all the DSP 

code, including the user defined functions.

the user 

interacts 

with this 

file only. 

the user 

interacts 

with this 

file only. 

USER DEFINED 

FUNCTIONS 
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Fig.12 – User defined function 3 for spectral analysis. 

 

 

The source code of the corresponding C functions is  

written in the MOD_DSP.cpp. If we want to call 

these functions, we only need to insert a few 

statements in the (originally empty) body of a 

specialized C function. For example, let us suppose 

that “Function3” has not been used yet.  The first 

operation (Fig.12) asks the user for the number of 

FFT points and assigns this value to the variable n. 

The second operation estimates the number of 

samples m that corresponds to a period of the input 

signal (stored into the “isig[]” array). A double 

threshold technique is used for this purpose. Then, 

the samples are interpolated and the result is stored 

in the “isigFFT[]” array. Finally, these data are 

passed to the FFT algorithm for the computation of 

the spectrum. The waveform described in the 

previous Section is used as a test signal. By pressing 

the button “Function 3”, the overall procedure for 

spectral estimation is executed (Figs.13-14). We can 

see that the adopted procedure yields satisfactory  

results. The measured fundamental frequency is 

f1=59.8 Hz yielding a relative error lower than 0.4%. 

(More accurate results could be obtained by 

increasing the sampling frequency and then the 

number of samples per period). The spectral leakage 

is almost negligible and the adjacent spectral lines 

are well separated.  For a comparison, the results 

given by classical rectangular and Hamming 

windowing techniques are reported in Figs.15-16. 

As expected,  the spectral leakage is very annoying 

especially for the rectangular window. In all cases, 

the frequency resolution does not suffice (f1=47.7 

Hz) and the spectral lines cannot be distinguished.  

Clearly, many other signals and strategies for 

spectral analysis could be taken into account and 

tested using the proposed development environment.  

 

4  Conclusions 

DSPrototyper is a recently introduced software shell 

for rapid prototyping of DSP techniques in multi-

function PC oscilloscopes. The target is the user  

who wants to focus on a measurement algorithm 

without wasting time and money with a long 

training with dedicated development environments. 

We have shown how user defined algorithms for 

spectrum estimation can be quickly implemented 

and tested. Only a minimal knowledge of C 

language is necessary in order to write the source 

code of the spectral analysis algorithms, whereas all 

other operations devoted to data acquisition and 

display are already built-in. On the other hand, real 

electrical signal (whose harmonic content is known) 

can be easily generated to test and possibly improve 

the spectral analysis strategy. It is expected that all 

the mentioned features make the software shell very 

useful for experimenting classical and novel spectral 

analysis techniques in education applications that 

are an important target of our work. 
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Fig.13 – Choice of the number of FFT points. 

 

 

Fig.14 – Spectral lines yielded by the user defined algorithm. 
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Fig.16 – Spectral lines yielded by the built-in function for spectral analysis (Hamming window). 
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